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The bubbles will move through the air: 

Dip         
Soar 
Fly 
Meander 
Woosh 
Skim 

 

The girl might ...  

Reach 
Peer 
Perch 
Wonder 
Ponder 

 

 

One day there is a little girl walking across the beach, she finds a bottle of bubble solution. The 

colours change around her when she starts to blow bubbles – colours go from dark blue/purple to a 

brighter orangey yellow. Then a bigger bubble comes and picks up the girl and she floats away. She 

goes up and up, higher and higher. The girl looks like she feels a bit unsure about the magic bubbles, 

but then she begins to smile and looks out in wonder to see lots of beautiful bubbles floating around 

her.  

She blows more and more bubbles and then uses them as bouncy steppingstones. She bounces from 

one big bubble to the next, she goes down and down until she reaches the sea. She goes into the sea 

inside the bubble with a splash and sees lots of little colourful fishes swimming around her. She then 

floats back up inside the bubble into a starlit sky.  She catches stars in her magic bubbles and 

whooshes around in circles on the bubbles. 

Then she sees a sad girl, walking along the beach. One of the bubbles magnifies the sad girl in her 

red coat. The girl then blows more bubbles and she bounces and tumbles down to the sand. She 

leaves the bubble solution bottle in the sand, so that the sad girl will find it. She then goes and hides 

behind the rocks so that she can see what happens next. Peeping over the rocks she sees the colours 

change as the sad girl bounces away on her own magic bubbles. She has been a kind girl by leaving 

the bubbles for the sad girl to find. She is spreading the spreading the happiness of the magic 

bubbles.  

 


